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THEORY OF CHEMISORPTION ON 

METAL SURFACE'"') 

By 

Tomiyuki TOYA**J 

(Received December 31, 1958) 

Introduction 

The concept of usual valency theory might not be directly applicable 
to the chemisorption of atoms or molecules on a metal surface. POLLARD!) 
has suggested that the orbital of surface state, which is localized at 
the surface, may form one-electron bond with the valence orbital of 
the adsorbate. This proposition appears, however, to be open to 
criticism. First, the existence of surface state of adequate energy in 
a metal is in question2

); second, the adsorbate should be necessarily 
positively polarized with an effective charge of ca. ej2 (e : the elementary 
charge), not always in conformity with observations; and third, the 
interactions between the bonding electron and metal electrons might 
possibly overweigh the bond. 

Recently GRLULEy3) has investigated the molecular orbital of the 
combined system of metal and hydrogen atom and found that a few 
of the surface states originally existed before adsorption are localized 
about two centers of the proton and the nearest metal atom on the 
surface, while others remain almost unaffected being slightly hybridized 
with the orbital of adsorbed hydrogen atom, the localized orbital form
ing a covalent bond between metal and hydrogen atom, provided that 
its energy lies below the FERMI level of the metal. Similar conclusions 
have been arrived at recently by KoeTEcK'Y') by use of WA.'<XIEl{ 

functions to secure orthogonal relations of the molecular orbitals. 
GRIMI,EY and KOUTECKY have, however, neglected the effect of the 
perturbation on the other orbitals of metal electrons by the bond 
electrons. This difficulty might be surmounted by deriving the effective 
HA~flL'ro~ian explicitly for e20ch electron satisfying self-consistency, and 

*) Supported in part by the Grant in Aid of the Fundamental Research of the Ministry 
of Education. 

**) Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University, Sapporo. 
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by calculating the net decrease of thi') energy of the combined 'lystem 
of metal and hydrogen atom, although this would not be at all simple 
problem for the c0mbined system, if it be accomplished for an isolated 
metal. 

It might be more general and straightforw>trd to (>alcu!!1te tll" 
heat of adsorption without assnming surface states. by representing 
tho elf'etrf)nic state of the combined system with configuration mixing 
or by configuration interactionR. POLL,\ l{nS) has show n rec8nily that 
fl r~pnlsivf.~ jr~·;·~rH(':tiun rf;sult~ fro!}) ;.~ ~) (1()nng'nr:JJi.c~n nt bnrn0rOtar 
stat::; M 11' ('umpot)<:d of the 18 of ~1 drog'.;;n atom and tlw 
Bloch wave functions of metal electrons, To dn with the at;traetive 
state of adsorption, it iR requiJed in conseouence to include configu
rations of ionic states M---H+ and M-H. The 1\1 --Ii state is. as 
shown in the present work carried forward on this line. actually more 
stable than M-H state, as might be expected from an analogy to the 
absorption of a hydrog2n atom in a metal or heat of formation of 
alloys 6)7). Solving the problem of configuration mixing of M--H, M- H + 

and M+-H -, it is shown as described heif)w thqt there comes out an 
orbital locailzed around the proton and the adJacellt metal atoms, which 
contrihutes considerably to the adsorption energy, while other electJ°l)lJl:> 

together eO'l)perahl thrnugh perillrbati')ll dllP to 'lr\8nrplion similarly 

to form the bnnd. 

§ 1. Configurations and Their Enen~ies 

The configurations to be taken into account are: 
(i) M-H configurations (n 1• k" k", kN)' The wave functions are given 
as, 

I if;(nz• r o), y';(k" r o), "', if; (kN' ro) 

Ijf(nz, k" .. ,k
N

) = i(N~l)( if;(n1
• d, y(k" r ,

), -", (fb(k.v, r
,
) (1.1) 

</(nz, r,,,.). <[(k,. rN)",y(k,v,rN) 

where if; (n/, r), nz=ls, 28, 2p, etc., is the wave function of nz-state of an 
isolated hydrogen atom, if; (k, r) the wave function of a metal electron 
of wave number vector k normalized in the volume V of the metal, 
r i the coordinate of the i+1-th electrons, i=cO,l, ''',N, and N is the 
total number of metal electrons. Spin variables are not 0xplicitly 
introduced, taking only the lowest multiplicity into account, We will 
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designate levels above the FJ·;mn level kF by k with Greek subscripts 
as k", and those below by that with Roman subscripts as k;. Thus, 
the configuration 

represents an excited state, an electron initially in ki-Ievel being 
promoted to k,,-level. 
(ii) M--H+ configurations (k", k" "', ki' "', kN), in which an electron of 
the adsorbate is transferred to occupy the empty ka-Ievel of the metal. 
The metal is thus negatively polarized and the adsorbate oppositely. 
(iii) M+-H- configurations (nl' n;, k" "', k t -" kHlJ "', kN), in which an 
electron initially in kt-Ievel in the metal is transferred to ni-state of 
the adsorbate. The important configuration is only n l =nl' = Is (spins 
being anti-parallel), the others being omitted in this paper. 

Energies of the respective configuration will now be investigated 
before dealing with the interactions among them, which plays an 
important part in constituting the adsorption energy. The standard 
of the energy is taken to be that of the metal and the hydrogen atom 
remote from each other and respectively at their ground states. 

The repulsion A(D)*) between a hydrogen atom and a metal in the 
configuration (Is, k,,· .. , kN) mentioned above') is given as a function of 
the distance D of an atom from the surface and the density of metal 
electrons of a given spin as illustrated by the curve I in Fig. 1 for 
the density N/2V= {(41!/3)p~r', where P8=3.34aB , an being the BOIm 

radius. 
The energy of the configuration (k", k" "', k.v), when the proton is 

at a moderate distance from the metal surface is readily given as 

(1. 2) 

where I is the ionization energy of hydrogen atom, E(k,,» -¢ (¢: work 
function of the metal) the negative of the ionization energy of k,,-level 
and the third term is the potential of image force, which modifies the 
charge distribution of electrons effectively to shield the field of the 
proton in the interior of the metal. The E1+(k" =kl'~ versus D is shown 
by the curve II in Fig. 1**). As the proton approaches the metal sur
face so that ¢(nl ) and ¢(k i ) appreciably overlap, electrons in the metal 

*) The result for A(D) by POLLARD is not correct. A(D)=(K, -K2 +2K3)(1-.12)-1 in 
place of Eq. (7) in Ref. (5). The numerical values are given in Table I of Appendix A. 

**) We assume 9>=4. 5eV and I=13.56eV. 
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have chances to move to the proton or, in other words, electrons spread 
out from the metal surface toward it. The wave function of the 
state is represented as, 

lfI'iolliC (k a ) = dolfl'(ka, k,,···, kN) 

+ LJ d(nu k i ) P'(nl , ka, k,,''', k i " kHP "', kN), 
(nz,k f '> 

energy in 

0.5 units of e2/aH 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0.4 

-0.1 _----
...... - --,- --~ 

D in units of a
H 

___ 

~~ --",----------------0.2 

v 

Fig. 1. Ener~ies of various configurations versus distance D of 
hydrogen atom from a metal surface. 

Curve I ; the ground state of M-H configuration. 
Curve II ; the ground state of M--H+ configuration. 

(1. 3) 

Curve III; the ground state of M--H+ configuration, taking into acco
unt the deviation from the image force potential -e'/4D due 
to the spreading of metal electrons out of metal surface. 

Curve IV: the ground state of M+-H- configuration. 
Curve V ; the heat of adsorption. The minimum at D~O is deep 

enough for adsorption of H2 for metals with absorbability 
of hydrogen atom Cj., Concluding remarks. 

and the energy Eiollic(ka) of P'!onic(k a ) will be worked out in the next 
section; the curve III of Fig. 1 shows the result for ka =kF • The M--H+ 
state is more stable than M-H state at smaller distance of a proton 
from metal surface as seen from the curve III. The effective charge 
of the proton is also estimated in §2. These features are similar to 
those of absorption of a hydrogen atom in a metal such as Fe, Ni or 
Cu, where hydrogen atom is ionized, giving off its 1s-electron to the 
empty ka-Ievel but being shielded instead by perturbed metal electrons. 

The energy of the configuration (ls, 1s, k" "', ki-l> k i + H ''', kN) is 
given as, 
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-- E(kil-1+ H(ls-ls)-e'4D + 2A (D) == Er-(k,) (1. 4) 

where the third term is the repulsive energy between the Is-electrons 
given approximately as R(1.<;--ls)~P), a.nd the last term represent the 
8XcL>ange intpraction of H 'l:ith the metal electrons approximatelY, 
The curve IV of Fig. 1 8hol,'1S 8, (hi) for k i -- kF at> a function of til':' 
dist:l!)ce D. 

The wave funetjon of l),t=o cornbinpJ system 

(1. 5) 

The first term is the gronnd ~tate of M-H, the exeited ones being 
included in the second term (e/. (1.3)). The energy of the state repre
sented by (1. 5) is evaluated in ~ 2 and illustrated by curve V of Fig. 1. 

It js intcrE>sring to no!,,' the similarlity of the present treatment 
to +hat. of charge- transfer- no-bond binding applied first by 1\1 UI ,LJ KE:-i" 

to the intna<:tions between organie ('ornpound and to the pbysical 
"LdR(lrption by MJ(;~;OJ ":,[10). MATf-;E~, MAKHIDES and HACJ{El-l~[AXlll. Xenon 
emd gome oth2r inert molecules adsorbed on bare Ni are strongly 
positively polarized, which phenomena. are attributed by MWSOLET to 
the charge transfer. Besides, the heats of physical adsorption of such 
molecules as long chain nitriles, esters, alcoholes and thiols are 10 
kcaJ/mol or more, which arA too large for being mere VA., DEl{ W\ALS 

potential. MATfW'i et a!. attributed ths anomaly to the charge-transfer· 
no-bond binding. Eq. (1. 7) leads, on the other hand, to the form, by 
neglecting the eontri blltions of metal electrons, i. e., ignoring the second 
term of (1. 3) and the third of (1. 5), 

rJ) = ao~r (Is, kIJ "', kN) + lJ b(k a )/f/(k", klJ . '", k,v), 
a 

whieh :represent the state of charge transferred partially to the metal. 

§ 2. Heat of Chemisorption 

In this section, we will evaluate the energy Eionic(k,,) of the state 
of If1tonic(k a) given by (1.3), including the spreading out of metal electrons 
toward the hydrogen ion (a);) With the values Eiollic(ka) thus determined, 

') For the sake of brevity, we i;cnore d (2s, ktl. d(2p, k). etc. in the course of evaluation. 
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the heat of adsorption is readily determined as will be seen later (b). 
Some problems concering the present treatment are discussed also (c). 

(a) The equation for coefficients do and d (Is, k i ) of (L 3) are given, 
by the usual variation method, as, 

(EJ+(ka)-Eionic(ka»)do+ V18 ,k,d(ls. k 1)+ V1s ,k,d(1s, k,)+ .. · = 0 } 

V1:,k,do + (~(lS, kl)--Elollic(ka )d(ls, k 1) + Vk"k,d(ls, k 2) + ... : 0 

V1S,k,do + Vk"k,d(ls, k 1) + (E(ls, k,)- EIOllIC(k~»)d(ls, k 2) + ... ~. 0 

.......................... 
(2. 1) 

where Er+(k a ) and Eionic(k a) is defined in n, and E(ls. k i ) is the energy 
of the configuration (ka• k" ···,ki -" Is, k i +" "', kN)' The matrix elements 
are given ast ), 

V1S,kt = J P* (ka, k" "', ki' "', kN){.$ -Eionic} 'Jf(ka, k,,"', Is, ... , kN)lldr j , 
(i) j 

(2.2) 

Vkt,k. = r ip'*(k a , k" ... , Is, "', kN) {,ft:' - EiOlliC} IJf(k a • k" ''', Is .... , kN) IIdrj' 
J J (j) . (i) j 

(2.3) 

where & is the HAmLTo~lan of the combined system. The secular 
equation for Elonlc(ka) is 

E(ls, k1)-ElolliC(k a) Vk"k, 
=0 

V:',k, E(ls, k2)-- EiolliC (k a) 

(2.4) 

or with an approximation Vk k'=O (see Appendix A), 
l' J 

{Erc(ka) - Elonic (ka) 

-- ~ ___ I VlS.'.~t.~ __ 71 II(E(ls, kj)--EiOilic(k a)) = 0 . (2.5) 
i E(ls,ki)-Eionic(ka ) J j 

The root Eionic(k a). which converges to E1t(k,,) as jVls,ktl tends to 0, 
is given by equating the fiirst factor of (2.5) to zero*). Replacing 

t) V1S,k, etc. ore evalu'lted in Appendix A. We have neglected terms proportiOIBl to 
j2=YrP*(lB,r,)rP(ls,r2if(rl,T2Idrl,dr2, where /(1'" 1"2) is given by (A. 9: of Appendix A. 

*) Cf. Appendix B. 
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) V18 ,kJ with their appropriate mean value ) 'V18 ,kI 2
, and the summation 

~ { ... } with the integral N/k~J:F { ... } k2dk, we have 

(2.6) 

where (= (fi2/2m)k~ is the FgR)u energy and 

x = [{A(D)-(fi2/2m)k~-Elonic(k,,)}/(r2. 
Eiollic(ka) is solved graphically for ka =kF , p.= 3.34aH , (=7.0 e V, and 
¢=4.5 e V. The result is given as, 

EiolliC (kF) = Er+ (kF)- cN)V18,k 12 / ( , (2.7) 

where c=0.2, 0.42 and 0.8, and INI'V 18 ,kl=11.3eV, 8.6eV and 6.4eV 
for D= 1.6, 2.0 and 2.4 (in units of as) respectively (curve III of Fig. 1). 

If we take the state nz=28 or 2pz into account, the energies will 
decrease further by some fractions of those given above. 

(b) We first determine the coefficients ao and b (k,,)'s of (1. 5), 
neglecting the third term or c (kSs. The equations are similar to (2.1) 
and (2.4); i. e., 

{A(D)- WI} ao + VH,kab(ka)+ VS,kBb(ks) + ......... = 0 

V:'kaaO+ {EiOlliC(k,,)- W'}b(k,,)+ Vka.kBb(kB)+ ... = 0 
(2.8) 

V:'kSaO+ Vi'a.kSb(ka) + {Eionic(ks)- WI} b(ka)+ ... = 0 

the eigen value W' of (2.8) being given by the secular equation 

A(D)- W' VHk ' a VH,ka 

V:.ka Eionic(k,,)- W' Vka .kS 
= 0, (2.9) 

V;.kS V* Eionic(k s)- W' k a,k 8 

where 

VH,ka =d~' J 1[1* (k", k" ···,kN) {cfi'" - W'} 1[118,k" ... , kN)j~ dr j 

+ z= d(n l , k i )* J 1[1* (ka, k" .. ·'(~l' .•. , kN){£ - W'} 1[1(18, k,,···, kN)j~ dr, 

(2.10) 
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and 

V k kS =d*(nz,ka)d(nz, kB)Jqr*(ka, kl'···' kN){& _. W'} lfT(kB' k 1,···, kNrfi drj 
a ' j=O 

+ ~d*(nz, kt)doJqr*(ka, k,,·· ·,nz,··, kN {& - W'} qr(kB,k,,···, kNrfi drj 
(i) j~ 0 

+ ~dtd(nz' k i ) J q/*(ka, k,,··, kN) {& - W'} qr(k B , k,,·· .,{~{, ... , kN)j4. drj. 

(2. 11) 

With an approximation Vka ,kB =0, W' is given by the equation, 

f A(D)- W'- ~ I Vu,k.12 1 II {Elolllc(kl')- WI} =: 0, (2.12) 
I k. Eionic(kA)- W' J kJ.L 

or, observing that all factors but the first one do not vanish for the 
lowest energy W~ of W', 

A(D)-W~- ~ !Vu,k.12 I - O. (2. 13) k. EiOlliC(kA)- Wg 

By substituting {Elonic(ka) - W~} -1 with their appropriate average 
{E\onic - W~}I, we have 

W~ = 1/2[ A(D)+ Elonic - f(A(D)-E\,mic )'+4 ~ I V~'kI2} 1/2J, (2.14) 

:::::: {~!Vu,kI2}1/2::::::dol]VIVI.,kl for A(D)::::::Elonic. 
k 

The energy decrease due to the third term of (1.5) is estimated 
approximately as 

~ I Vu -,kt l
2 

/ {Er-(k1'0+(- W~} , 
(ki of given spin) 

where VU-,kt is the appropriate matrix element, satisfying 

~ IV~-,kiI2::::::(1/2)a~~ !V;.,kI 2. 
(ki of given spin) (k) 

(2.15) 

The resultant energy W g of the combined system is now derived 
approximately with dg=l/(l + c2NIVI8,kI 2/(2), as will be given by (2.18), 
and numerical values of {]V IVI.,kl =e2/au (p(P.)-1)q(P.){N IS't.,kl listed 
in Table I of Appendix A. The W g is shown by the curve V in Fig. 
1. The heat of chemisorption is ca. 5 e V. and the equilibrium distance 
ca. 0.8 A. 

The large density of energy levels of metal electrons favours the 
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adsorption through the second term of (2,7) and through the mean 
value Eionic of (2.14), similarly as in the case of alloy formation Ol 

absorption of a hydrogen atom in metals. 

(c) The Id,j', which represent the effective charge of adsorbate ion 
in Pio:lic(ka )-state, is estimated by approximating (cf. Appendix A) 

d(ls, k 1) = d(ls, k,) = .. = d(ls, kN) s d , 

and 

IVIS,k,1 = IVIS,k,1 = '" = IVI8,kSI s IVI . 
From (2.1) and (2.7), we have 

(eNIVI'i()do+NIVI d = 0 , 

or 

d = --- (5 IV I I c) do . 

Hence. Idol' is given as 

d~ = (l+e'NIVI'/('), 
using the normalization condition d; + N d' = 1. 

The resultant effective charge of adsorbate is given as, 

being more or less neutral*). 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

The atomic function of adsorbate is modified by chemisorption. 
spreading into the interior of the metal or being excited to higher 
atomic levels. The former effect is readily seen by the similar 
approximations as (2.16) and (2.17); i. e., the modified term is given, 

LJ do b(k a ) y,(kar) ...... const. LJ expikat' 
ka 

,.... const 5 k sin kr Inik 

,..., const. sin kp.r Ir • (2.19) 

which is localized near metal ions adjaeent to the adsorbate. Eq. (2.19) 
accounts for the long range character of the force between adsorbates 
as shown in the next section. 

~ 3. Repulsion between Adsorbed Hydrogen Atoms 

It is known that the heat of adsorption of atoms or molecules 

*) In rigorous treatment, contributions from Ii, ~2s or '2p sbouid be taken into account, 
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on metal surface decreases with covarage. This decrease is Eome
times ascribed to the repulsive potential between adsorbed atoms or 
molecules, which is, however, as given by the valency theory of HEITLEH
LO~DO~, too small to account for the observed decrease. 

The pronounced interaction between adsorbed atoms or molecules 
may be attributed qualitatively to the following two causes in accor
dance with the present treatment of adsorption with special reference 
to hydrogen atom. 

First, the electronic state of the adsorbed hydrogen atom is given 
according to the foregoing section as follows: 

Is stata presents with probability jaoj'+ L jb(ka)da (Is, ki)I', 
(k a ,ki) 

2s state with probability L Ib(ka)da (2s, kill', etc., 
(k. ,k,) 

and 

(ls)2 state with probability L Ic(ki)I', 
k, 

and in consequence the charge cloud spreads out more than in the 
Is-state, resulting in a more intensive overlap of wave functions of 
the adsorbed atoms, or such exchange repulsion between them. 

Second, the interaction between two adsorbed atoms is caused on 
the part of electrons in metal respectively participating the adsorption 
bonds as discussed in the foregoing section. The perturbed term of 
the wave function in metal has been estimated approximately in the 
foregoing section as 

const. sin kFr 
r 

which shows that the interaction between adsorbed atoms is of long 
range character. It is required for more detailed discussion to see 
whether the interaction is repulsive or attractive. However, it might 
be expected that the interaction is repulsive when the spins of adsorbed 
atoms are parallel than when antiparallel, since the available levels 
to form adsorption bonds are more restricted by P AL'Ll principle than 
in the case of anti parallel spins, and in consequence, the resultant 
interaction may be repulsive, when averaged over the triplet and 
singlet states of respective weights 3 and 1. 

The change of work function by adsorption is closely combined 
with the polarization of adsorbed atoms. If the contribution of the 
configuration M--H+ to the resonance state is larger than that of M+-H-, 
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the work function will be depressed and vice versa. The mean 
magnitude of the polarization is also expected to decrease with 
covarage by the interactions between adsorbed atoms caused by metal 
electrons. 

DE BOEn et al.121 have tried to explain the repulsive potential by 
interactions between dipoles formed by adsorption or by the change 
of work function by adsorption. However, the interpretations are not 
always in conformity with the experimental results. Above consider
ation leads the present author to the view that the double layer for
mation, which changes the work function, is simple indicative of the 
excess of the contribution to th8 resonance state of the configuration 
either M--H+ or lVP-H- over the other, but not essentially responsible 
for the repulsion. 

Concluding Remarks 

So far, we have been concerned with the energy of a system of 
metal and atom, the atom being at distance of .-1 A from the metal 
surface. At these distances, energies of homopolar configurations (M-H) 
and the ionic ones (M--H+ or M+ -H-) are nearly equal, so that the 
energy decrease of the system is mainly due to interactions between 
these configurations. The interactions are strong enough to give rea
sonable heat of chemisorption. 

At smaller distances D;:::;: 0, however, only ionic configurations 
(M-H+) including exicited ones are of primary importance, just as in 
the case of absorption of atom in an ionized form, the Vka ,kt contributing 
to the heat of chemisorption. The energy of the system might be lower 
when the atom is at the surface (D;:::;: +0) than in the interior of the 
metal, since the potential energy of Coulomb repulsion by metal ions 
is less at the surface, thus forming stable adsorption. 

In the case of Cu, which has absorbability of hydrogen atom (the 
heat of solution is ca. 2 e V), adsorbed hydrogen ion may be equilibrium 
at distance D;:::;:O. and the activation energy of chemisorption may be 
high because of the low density of energy levels. On the other hand, 
in the case of W, with poorer absorbability and higher energy density, 
the adsorbate may be stable as D~l A, as discussed in the present 
paper. Metals such as Ni or Fe, with absorbability and high energy 
density, may have two types of adsorption state, as discussed by 
several authors13

). 
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The present author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor 
J. Homen for his profound interest and valuable discussions on the 
present work. 

Appendix A. Evaluation of the matrix elements 

The HA~nLTo~ianA of the system, which appears in matrix elements 
to be computed, is given by 

N 

A = -(n!/2m) ~ J i + 1/2 ~ e2/[r j -rj[ + ~v(ri-Rl) 
i=O iJ j(i-2Tj) i, l 

-L:;e2/[ri--Ra[+112 L:; Z2e2/[Rz-RI'[+ ~Ze2/[RI-Ra[, (A. 1) 
i 1,1'(l"rZ') I 

where r i , R z and Ra are coordinates of electrons (i=O, 1, ... , N), metal 
ions (l=I,2, .. ·,L), and the ion adsorbed respectively, and Z is the valency 
of metal ions. The first term respresents the kinetic energy of electrons, 
the second the sum of potentials between electrons, the third or the 
fourth the potential energy of electrons in the field of the metal ions 
or the ion adsorbed. The last two terms are the sum of Coulomb 
repulsive potentials between metal ions and that between metal ions 
and an adsorbed ion. 

The .,rl(k, r) and .,r,(nz,r-Ra ) are the wave functions, satisfying the 
equations, 

{ -n2 /2m·J+ ~v(r-Rz)+ ~ fe2[ sb(ki , rj)[2' [r-r j [ dr j } <I,(k, r) 
I , • 

(A.2) 

J",'*(k/,rhll(k,r)dr = 5(k/,k), 

and 

(A. 3) 

respectively. 

The matrix elements V,S,k, Va' etc. are computed as follows: 

(a) The Vnl,lc of Eq. (2.2) is given as 
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v" k = J1fT*(k, k!> "', kN) {c% -E;o,lic} IJf(nz, k" "', kN)ll dri 
l' i 0 

= J ~ Ii (P)P {<lI(k, rio)V'(k" r il )··· (/I (ks, riJ} 
N 

x {c% -Elonlc } sb(nz, ro) <p(k!> r l )··· "i (ks, rN)dr /! dri , (A. 4) 

where P are the permutations of (ro, r!> "', rN ) and Ii (P) is + 1 for even 
permutations and -1 for odd ones. 

We have from (A. 1), (A.2) and (A.3), 

V,'z,k = S(nz, k) {energy of the metal + E(nz)-EjoOiC) 

+S(nz, k) f 1] Ze
Z 

- J e' ~ [<p(ki,r)[' dr} 
l z [R,,-Rz[ [r - Ra[ 

+ Jifl*(k,rh'!(nz, r) flJ-~--~ [<!!(kj~ ri
) [~ dri + IiV(r-Rz)1j dr 

r-ril I 

where 

and 

f (r!> r 2) = Ii <p* (k, r I) if! (k, r2) • 

(k of parallel spins) 

With the approximation, 

sb(k, r) = l/lV· exp(ikr), 

the f(r!>r z) =f([ r,-rZ[) is expressed as 

(N/2V) {3(xcosx-sinx)ix3i, 

where x=kFif',Z and r ,Z = [r,-rZ[' 

(= N/2V as x-?O) 

(A. 5) 

CA. 6) 

(A.7) 

(A. 8) 

(A. 9) 

The function f(r" rz) is closely connected with the correlation of 
electrons. The probability density P (rIO r 2) of an electron at r l and 
another electron at rz is given in terms of fer!> rz) as 

P(r"r2) = ~ fll-l...fCr"r2)'(2V/Ny1j , 
V2 2 
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which implies the exclusion of other electron (2) from (1) of the same 
spin, as discussed by WIG~EJ{ and SEITZ. 

We substitute for (A.9) a rectangular function 

f(r" r 2) = N/2V 

=0 
(A. 10) 

where Ps= 2'/3r8 is the radius of a sphere of volume 2V / N containing 
one electron of a given spin. 

Eq. (A.5) is evaluated with approximations, beside (A.8) and (A.I0), 
(i) Ir,-Ral=lr2-Ral-r'2cosl1, where 11 is the angle between r 2 -R" and 
r2 -r" and (ii) the angle between k and r-R" is equal to that e between 
k and z-axis perpendicular to the metal surface. These approximations 
are admissible only when the distance D of the adsorbate from the 
metal surface is large enough that the overlap integral 8(nz, k) is 
sufficiently small as compared with IN N • 

The 8(18, k) is evaluated as 

8(18, k) =1_ (6/P;y:2(1 +ik cos ey-2 {D+ 2(1 +ik cos (.,))--, f ,exp {-D} , 
~N -

(A. H) 
or as 

18(18, k)I' = -~ (6 1pD {I +(k cos 19)' r' 
x {D'+4(I+D)(I+(kcose)')-'}-exp{-2D} , 

with unit length of Bmw radius all. Taking the average of 18(18, k)I' 
over various directions of k, we have 

1 S(18, k) 12 = 3/ N .p;-3 [(D' +3D + 3) {(I + k2)' + tan-'k/ k} 

+ 2(1 + D) (1 +k2y-' ] exp { -2D} . (A. 12) 

The numerical values of ~ N 1 s 1 for k= 1.04 k p" 1.25kp< and O.62kj.' and 
Ps =3.30alb 3.34aH and 3.40all are given in Table I. 

The first term of (A.5) is neglected as justified by the results of 
calculation that ~ N lSI is small compared with unity as seen from 
Table I, and, that the energy in the bracket amounts only a few 
electron volts. The second and third terms may be neglected, the 
contents of the respective brackets being the charge of the adsorbate 
ion times the potential of the double layer at most and the energy of 
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TABLE I Numerical values of y' N I S(ls, k)!, PiPs) and q(Ps), and AW). 

The value of A(D) is given in unit of e2/aH, and, 
ps =2 J/ 3r s , D and k- J in unit ()f aH. 

(i) IN S(sl,k) 

k '" 1.25 kF' 

~I P. I 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 

3.30 I 0.2296 0.1989 0.1718 0.1479 0.1271 0.1090 

3.34 

I 

0.2265 0.1961 0.1694 0.1462 0.1253 0.1075 

3.40 0.2218 0.1921 0.1659 0.1429 0.1228 0.1053 

k'" 1.04 kF' 
--

~l 1.6 1.8 
I 

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 

; 
3.30 

I 

0.2435 0.2108 0.1820 0.1567 0.1345 0.1154 

3.34 0.2400 0.2077 0.1793 0.1544 0.1330 0.1137 
I 

3.40 I 0.2349 0.2033 0.1755 0.1511 0.1298 0.1112 
I 

k '" 0.62kF' 

--------
_______ ____.D 

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.6 
p, -- -

3.30 0.2745 0.2374 0.2048 0.1762 0.1512 0.1293 

3.34 0.2679 0.2317 0.1999 0.1719 0.1476 0.1264 

3.40 0.2616 0.2262 0.1970 0.1678 0.1440 0.1234 

(ii) p (Ps) and q (Ps) 

Ps p (Ps) q (Ps) 

3.30 2.6095 1.0497 

3.34 2.6645 1.0570 

3.40 2.7501 1.0685 

(iii) A(D) 

~I 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 
I I 

I 

I 

I 

3.30 
I 

0.3341 0.2261 
I 

0.1568 0.1088 0.0755 0.0525 

3.34 

I 

0.3455 

I 
0.2355 I 0.1620 0.1121 0.0779 0.0542 

3.40 0.3639 I 0.2476 
I 

0.1712 0.1177 0.0817 0.0569 
I 
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an electron in the HARTREE field in a metal, with the mean value 
-s6-(+1.2e'/r.~O. The fourth and the last terms are evaluated as, 

the fourth term = -(e'jaH ) q(ps) 8(18, k) (A. 13) 

and 

the fifth term = (e' / all) q(p s) p(P.) 8(18, k), (A. 14) 

where 

q (Ps) = 3 (coshPs-l)jP!, 

p(P.) = 3(PscoshPs-sinhPs)/P:' 

The value of {N J V1S •k J for k=kp and D=2aH is approximately a few 
electron volts. (Values of p(P.) and q(ps) are given in Table 1. (ii).) 

(b) The matrix element Vkt •kj of (2.1) represents transition of an 
electron occupying krlevel to ki-level by the perturbing field of an 
adsorbate in a homopolar configuration. The interaction potential IS 

approximately 

_ e' +J e'J¢(18, r)I' d -~- _ e' {-I -R J} - ----- r- ---exp r, a' 
Jrt--RaJ J ri-r 1 Jr,-Ral 

(A. 15) 

neglecting the perturbation due to other metal electrons. The order 
of magnitude is estimated as 

JVkt.kjl = 2~ (::) (r;+r;~~,P~~F!032@) , 
~ ;; {less than O.2eV.} , 

where e is the angle between ki---k j and z-axis. The neglect of Vki,kj 

in ~ 2 is thus justified. 

(c) The integral of the first term of (2.11), i.e., 

) P* (ka, k" "', kN){£ - W'} P"(kB' k ,,", kN) II dr, 

or such integral as 

) P* (ke, k" ", k", ,kN){A/ -- W'} ip'Cks, kjO"', ki.···, kN) II dr, 
(I) 

represents transition of ks-electron to ka-Ievel or ki-electron to kr-Ievel 
due to perturbation by the field of adsorbate ion. These interactions 
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are expected to give rise, when the atom is at distance DzIA, to 
the image force potential, which induces an extra charge at the 
surface to make the tangential components of the electric field vanish, 
and, when DzO, to the extra electron distribution, which shields the 
field of adsorbed ion. 

(d) The matrix element of the second or the third term of (2.11), 
i.e., 

) If!*(ka, k" "',nz, "', kN) {£ - W'} P'(kB' k" .. "kt , "', kN)II drj, (A. 16) 
(tJ 

or such as 

) 1f!*(kB,k" · .. ,ky," ',nz,"', kN){£ - W'} 
(f) (i) 

x If!(kB' k,,·'·' k" .. " k.,' ", kN) II dr j , (A. 17) 

correspond to the transition kB->-ka and k.->nz, or k,->ky and ki->nZ' 

We have for nl=Is of (A.16) 

o(s s ) a(s s) ~ (~) ( 1 + p(Ps)-a(sa Si) 1 8(1s k - k -. k.) 
a B 18. N (1,. lP~(ka-k8)2 P~(ka-ki)2 J ' a 8 .' 

(A. 18) 

where Sa,S. or Sl8 is the spin coordinate and O(sasJ=l for sa/Is, and 
MSaSi)=O otherwise. Expression (A.18) becomes infinite as ka tends to 
kB or k., but gives finite contribution to the energy of the system, its 
magnitude being approximately 1/10 of that from the V IS • k of (a). It 
might be possible to verify the validity of the expression of (A.17) as 
well as other matrix elements in this appendix based on the same 
approximations, by the analysis of the experimental results of electron 
emission from metals by slow ions of sufficiently large ionization energy, 
inasmuch as these elements are of primary importance l5

) to give rise 
electron emission by ions. 

Appendix B. Derivation of Equation for ItJionic (k) 

Any root Eionic (k) of Eq. (2.5) can not be equal to one of E(ls, k i ) 

in the absence of degeneracy, i.e., 

E(ls, kl)~ E(ls, k2) ~"'~ E(ls, k N ), (B. 1) 

since, if a root EiOlliC(k) happens to equal, say, E(ls, k i ), it follows from 
(1.9) that 
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{B(ls,kl)-Eionlc(k)} ...... {E(ls,ki_l)-Eionic(k)} lV'lS,kt I2 

X {E(ls, ki+l)·-Blolllc(k)} ...... {E(ls, kN)-Elolllc(k)} = 0, 

or that Elonic(k) should equal one of E(ls, k j ) other than E(ls, k t ) in con
tradiction to the assumption (B. 1). Hence, the root EiOllic(k), which 
converges to Er+(k) as 1V18,kI 2 tends to 0, is given by 

Er+(k)-Eionic(k)- ~ E(ls, ~~1.::~2Ionlc(k) = O. 

When E(ls,k)'s degenerate, i.e., 

E(ls, k 1) = E(ls, k 2) = '" =E(ls, k i ) === E(l), 

E(ls,ki+l) = E(ls,ki+2) = ... = E(ls, ki+j) === E(i+ 1), 

(B. 2) 

(i-fold) 

(j-fold) 

E(ls, kN- I +1)= E(ls,kN _l+2) = ... = E(ls, kN) === E(N -l+ 1), (i-fold) 

we have immediately (i-l)+(j-l)+ '" +(l-l) roots of (1.9), that is, i-I 
roots are equal to E(l) , j-l to E(i+1) .. ··, and l-l to E(N-l+l). The 
equation for the other N+1-{(i-l)+(j-1)+···+(l-1)} roots is given as 

{Er+(k)-Eionic(k)} {E(l)-Eionic(k)} {E(i+ l)-EiOllic(k)} ... 

x {E(N -l+ l)-Eionic(k)} + Lj {E(l)-EiOlliC(k)} {E(i + l)-Eionlc(k)} ... 

x{IV 12+IV 12+"'+IV 12}X'" 18,km +l 18,km j_l ls,km +n 

x {E(N-l+l)-E10llIC(k)} = O. (B. 3) 

As E(1)~E(i+l)~···~E(N-l+1), any root of (B.3) can not be equal 
to one of E (i + j + 1) similar as in the case of non-degeneracy, so that 
the roots are given by the equation 

E (k)-E. . (k)- "" I V1S ,kt+,1
2 + ... + I V1S,kt+/ = 0 

1+ lOnl1 L....J E(i+l)-Eionlc(k) , 

which is identical with (B. 2). 
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